Report on the International Day of Peace 21, September, 2012 celebrations

A plantation program was organized on the occasion of International Day of Peace (IDP) September 21, 2012 by Worldview Mission (WM) in collaboration with Global Environment Advocacy Production Association (GEAPA) at Institute of Agriculture and Animal Science (IAAS), Chitwan, Nepal.

Like every year this year a plantation program was organized at IAAS and about 193 plantlets of different species of local fodder plant like Bakaeno, Koeralo, Uttis, Ipil Ipil and neem were planted. The program was coordinated by Mr. Deepak Raj Joshi who is serving as Intern at Worldview Mission and founder member of GEAPA. Around 23 youth actively participated in the program. Genesis of the program was at 11am and it last up to 3pm of the September 21.
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